furniture for all areas
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The Hannah Jane
Following on from our very successful incorporation of the Traditional
Wooden Chiavari Chair into an Aluminium equivalent we have now
followed up with an Aluminium take on the Traditional Wooden
“Louis” Chair. Though traditionally seen in its wooden state this chair
gained popularity over the years in Dining rooms, Banqueting halls
and Bedrooms in some of Europe’s finest hotels. Now, relaunched
as the Aluminium Hannah Jane this extremely versatile chair is
experiencing a rebirth of sorts. With 14 different Frame finishes to
choose from and over 100 Fabrics available this chair can be uniquely
customised to fit into your chosen decor.

CHOOSE FROM
14 FRAME FINISHES
& 100+ FABRICS
Key Features and Benefits:
- Aluminium Frame
- Much Stronger Chair than the traditional wooden equivalent
- Lightweight- just 5.8Kgs
- Stack 4-5 high
- Fabric and Foam can be customised to your requirements
- Fabric and foam Crib 5 Fire rated

Gold Fabric,
White Frame

Grey Suede,
White Frame

Crushed Velvet,
Cream Frame

Leatherette,
Silver Frame

CHOOSE YOUR PERFECT COLOUR COMBINATION
www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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The Chiavari Chair
Tired of your wooden Chiavari Chairs breaking all the
time? Fed up with complaints from your customers of an
uncomfortable sit down experience? Why put up with this
any longer?
Introducing the Aluminium Chiavari Chair - Ireland’s best
selling Chiavari Chair!
Introduced just 3 years ago the Cubic Aluminium Chiavari Chair has taken
the market by storm growing its presence steadily to become the most
recognisable Chiavari Chair in venues throughout Ireland. Combining a fixed
seat pad that is approximately 50% larger than most Chiavari chair pads
along with a very thoroughly-made aluminium frame the Cubic Aluminium
Chiavari Chair cannot be beaten in terms of comfort, longevity and value for
money.

Key Features and Benefits:
- Very well made Aluminium Frame- thereby eliminating the normally
high attrition
rate of Wooden Chiavari chairs.
- Seat pad is up to 50% larger and is fixed to the chair for
unparalleled comfort
- Seat Depth 50mm
- Frame Colour: Antique Gold; Fabric- Velvet finish
- Stackable
- High Density Foam in Seat
- Clear Chair feet to prevent floor marking
- Fabric and Frame Crib 5 Fire rated and can be customised to clients wishes
- Lightweight (just 3.6Kgs) but extremely durable

Standard Fabric

Choose Your
Fabric

Custom Fabric

4.
6.
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The Nexus Chair
Our Nexus Chair is easily one of the most attractive Banqueting/Conferencing Chairs
to be launched on the Irish market in a generation. Ergonomically designed with
comfort in mind the flex-plate incorporated into the chair’s structure allows for
greater movement in the chair back and allows for a much-improved user experience.
Aimed at the mid to upper end of the Banqueting chair market the Nexus enjoys
unparalleled aesthetic appeal with its aluminium-trimmed back, shaped seat, curved
handgrip and corner-less Aluminium Legs.
Stackable and customisable to the user’s taste the Nexus Chair is difficult to surpass
and sure to be top in its class for the more discerning hotelier.

Key Features and Benefits:
- Most attractive Banqueting Chair on the market
- Aluminium Flex- back adds hugely to comfort
- Stackable
- Foam and Fabric Crib 5 Fire rated
- Moulded foam in Seat and chair back
- Aluminium Hand grip
- Smooth Aluminium finished legs
- Fabric and foam customisable

The Chameleon Chair
Considering adding a touch of glamour to your banqueting
chairs? Then why not consider the all new stylish
Chameleon chair? With a decorative steel cross back
adding to its elegance this is an ideal wedding chair. The
cushion thickness is 8 cm high-density moulded foam
meaning it offers quite a comfortable seating experience. A
contemporary, comfortable and versatile chair with unique
Fanfare design.

Key Features and Benefits:
- Stackable Steel Frame
- Available in a Gold or Silver
- Seat Foam Depth: 80mm
- Fabric and Foam Crib 5 Fire Rated
- Ideal for Restaurants and
Banqueting venues
- Possibly the Classiest
Banqueting Chair in its class!

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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The Bunzl Comfort Range
Introducing the Comfort-Line Range of Comfort Chairs

Over the last 12 months we at Bunzl McLaughlin have been regularly asked for a “Really Comfortable Banqueting Chair”. It appeared from
these enquiries that such a product simply did not exist in the Irish market. So, as a result, Bunzl conducted market research and together with
their Furniture manufacturer have introduced a range of 3 Comfort Chairs.

Why a range and not just 1?

Because everybody’s opinion of comfort is different. And each of the chairs in our comfort Range differs slightly therefore offering more
widespread appeal to all our customers.

So, what makes a comfortable Chair?

Well it turns out that comfort means something different to everybody. For some it’s a more luxurious, deep foam seat. For others it’s a
lumber support in the chair back. And then for more its simply a slightly larger chair overall. With this in mind we set about incorporating our
customers feedback and view into a new range of chairs
which we call the Bunzl Comfort-Line.

6.
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LUXE
Most Banqueting Chair seats contain
Additional Stitching
foam circa 50mm in depth. The
Standard foam depth in the Cubic
Aluminium Banqueting Chair is 60mm.
However we have added to this again in
the Luxe Comfort Chair, bringing it to
80mm- the highest level of seat foam on
any chair in the Irish market. Added to
this the foam is moulded and together
with the fabric stitch-work contributes
both materially and visually to the
overall comfort effect.

ERGO

Material Close Up

While most people prefer a flat uninterrupted
back to their chair there are some who prefer
a back that has more support. To that end we
have included a moulded foam combined with
a lumber support at the bottom to the seat
back of the Ergo Comfort Chair. This makes
the chair conspicuously different from most
banqueting chairs. The seat on this chair is
both Moulded for greater comfort but it is
also rolled further forward to provide some
support to the back of the users legs. A very
attractive chair overall.

MAX
The normal wooden seat base has
been removed and instead replaced
with a HDPE Plastic basin. The effect
of this is 2-fold. Firstly, the sudden
stop you feel each time you sit on a
seat with a wooden base has been
removed. Secondly the curved basin
allows for additional high-density foam
to be packed into this space thereby
furthering the comfort feature of the
chair. This basin is further reinforced
with a curved Aluminium strap.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Natural Alice
Introducing the Natural Alice Pop range by
Scab Design Italy:
The Alice Pop collection comes in two different styles: one
is the modern and rational while the other exudes warmth
and cosiness. The natural solid wood structure in bleached
beech or wenge supports a comfortable, padded shell,
upholstered in velvet for a sophisticated, vintage touch.

2849
Wooden Frame
Alice Pop

2673
Brass Frame
Alice Pop

AVAILABLE IN:

8.
6.

V4 38

V4 39

V4 40

V4 44

EP 70

V3 57

V3 58

V3 59
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- Upholstered main body with technopolymer core.
- Solid wood frame of natural or wenge-dyed beech.
- Not removable upholstery.
- Fits perfectly in any indoor environment.
- For indoor use only.

dining

Natural Drop Pop
AVAILABLE IN:
Natural

Wenge

Frame Finishes

Sand

Coffee

Blue

Grey

Fabrics

Smillia
Technopolymer main body and solid wood legs of natural beech
wood, Smilla is the perfect complement for your living spaces,
available in linen, anthracite grey and dove grey.
For indoor use.

Natural Zebra
- Shockproof polycarbonate body.
- Available in translucent and smokey grey, with natural or
wenge stained beech wood frame.
- There are available frames in natural beech, bleached beech
or wenge stained beech for the solid white and solid taupe
colours.
- Also available in the new version with fixed fabric seat cushion.
Dimensions:
81x52x47x46”

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Me & You Range
Me & You by Simone Micheli are presented in a new version with a metal frame and satin brass finish.
The comfortable shapes and unusual structure, reminiscent of the tumultuous year of the 1960’s in Italy, make a unique piece. Upholstered in
velvet, they are available in elegant shades of warm green. brick red, beaver brown and ercu - adding to their overall comfortable look.

2807
You Armchair - Brass Frame
810x610x470mm

10.
6.

2808
Me Side Chair - Brass Chair
810x610x470mm

2803
You Armchair - Wooden Frame
810x590x470mm

2804
Me Side Chair - Wooden Frame
820x590x570mm
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Vario

conference

Vario-Allday has a flex-back, lumbar support and contoured
seat achieving ergonomic comfort and quality.
Key Features:
Flexing back Unique convex aluminium under-frame
Frame stacking up to 8 chairs high Armchair available
GB21/7
Vario Model 21/7
91x43x63.5cm

Inicio
Inicio® innovative design offers a unique wedge seat
and slim back construction, creates a modern and
dynamic aesthetic, while retaining superior levels of
comfort. With a choice of 6 back shapes, a choice of
mono or two-tone upholstery, a wide range of solid
paint finishes and a bespoke colour-matched handhold,
Inicio® provides scope to create a unique chair to
enhance any modern interior.
GB09/2H
Inicio Model 09/2H
90.5x45x59.5cm

Siena
The Siena-Allday is the first award winning range to fill the
dual role of a day-long conference chair and an all-evening
banqueting chair. The Siena-Allday achieves a new level in
comfort and is the first chair to achieve the FIRA Ergonomics
Excellence
Key Features:
Generous Comfort-Plus webbed seat
Built in hand hold Dished back incorporating lumber support
GB62/2E
Siena Model 62/2E
93x45x63cm

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Jessica
Chair with both metal and wood frame. Seat and
back upholstered in fabric, leather or faux leather.
Finish:
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Seat Height:

Timber, Metal & Upholstered
47cm
47cm
84cm
45cm

Mya
Stacking armchair, metal frame, shell in
polypropylene and upholstered in faux leather or
leather.
Finish:
metal, plastic & upholstered
Width:
52cm
Depth:
47cm
Height:
79cm
Arm Height: 68cm
Seat Height: 45cm

Prodige
Chair, metal frame, technopolymer shell.
Finish:
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Seat Height:

12.
6.

steel & plastic
42cm
46cm
83cm
45cm
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BESPOKE FURNITURE
Did you know we can also complete bespoke furniture products?
Based in Ireland, CDS are a division of Bunzl McLaughlin. As experts in commercial catering
design, we offer innovative solutions to the catering, hospitality and foodservice industries.

CONCEPT

ABOUT US:
We started out as a small team of specialists in commercial catering design and have grown in
numbers and knowledge, completing hundreds of successful and transformative projects in the
UK and Ireland, through our designs, equipment and furniture.
At Catering Design Solutions, we ensure our customers get the best, innovative solutions to give
them competitive advantage. This is why we place a strong emphasis on future innovations in the
commercial catering industry, taking what we learn and putting it into developing the products
and services that make up our solutions.

DESIGN

Bespoke
Wooden
Tables &
Benching

DELIVERY

service
www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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be bold. go a fold
The A-Fold® is the latest range by Burgess Furniture.
A multifunctional range of products which offers flexibility and ease of use. Available
in a range of rectangular, rounds, D-ends and triangular corner sections, the A-fold®
collection blends great design with structural rigidity and ingenious practical details.
Very ergonomic, it will save the end user laundry costs, as the table does not require
clothing. The under frame is available in choice of powder coated finishes and an
optional timber leg adds a natural element to tie in with surrounding features and brings
a home from home warm feeling to your spaces.

Rectangular

conference
dining

A Fold

Code

Description

Code

Description

AF150C

150cm (dia)

AF180C

180cm (dia)

Round

ROUND

Description

Code

Description

AF1260

120x60cm

AF1275

120x75cm

AF1360

130x60cm

AF1375

130x75cm

AF1560

150x60cm

AF1575

150x75cm

AF1860

180x60cm

AF1875

180x75cm

AF1470

140x70cm

D-End (single leg)

Code

D-End (free standing)

RECTANGLE

14
6.
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The superior folding table to fulfil conference managers’
requirements. System C is equally at home in
contemporary and traditional syndicate meeting rooms.

conference
dining

System C

Configure 8 Flip Top
The Configure 8 table range offers a stunningly superior look. Designed using
anodised aluminium, this sleek, slim and lightweight table will look great in
any meeting, conference or boardroom. The configure 8 fliptop table is the
latest addition to the superb range, combining the key elements from our best
selling flip-top table range and the sleek configure 8 design. This new table
answers all the needs of the most demanding conference and meeting room
venues. The Configure 8 flip-top table can also be supplied with a flip-top
power and data module inset into the table if required. The Configure 8 fliptop table offers a superior nesting table for meetings and conference, tables
can be stored in echelon with the top of each table in a vertical position. The
anodised aluminium leg frames are set out to the ends of the table to enables
the user to set comfortably.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Sentrum
Designed by Peter Roth, Sentrum gives superb comfort
from its built-in webbed seat, and features a tapered
chromed steel frame which is covered with an innovative
knitted stretched mesh fabric.
GB05/1
Sentrum Model 05/1
96x47x60cm

Forum
The Forum collection provides seating
solutions for a broad spectrum of meeting
and conference facilities. Each model
combines stylish design with enduring
comfort. All models can be stacked for
convenience and a trolley is available
to enable the chairs to be handled and
transported. Moulded arm-pads are
standard on stacking models and chrome
or a wide range of powder coated frame
finishes are available.

Mendola
The Mendola chair with ProBax Advanced Seating
Technology brings a new level of comfort to your events.
Mendola is a contemporary multi-purpose aluminium
chair perfect for events and conference venues. The
design incorporates ProBax Advanced Seating Technology
which has been awarded with the FIRA Innovation Award.
GB07/1
Mendola Model 07/1
88x47x57cm

16.
6.
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Orvia
The Orvia has achieved the FIRA Ergonomics Excellence Award. Melding the
latest innovative design with a unique asymmetric aluminium extrusion to
create the illusion of slender elegance, whilst retaining the inherent strength
for which Burgess chairs are renowned for.

Great attention has been
paid to the visual impact of
the under frame, and for
this reason the leg frame is
less visible

The flexing and contoured
upholstered back with lumbar support
creates the most comfortable solution
for conference and dining

Elegant arms make
a functional and
stylish feature

The ergonomically designed
seat cushion is multicontoured providing greater
support and a generous
seating platform

The glides are
moulded in clear
plastic

Orvia Model 12/1
88x45x62.5cm
www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

Specially designed clear stack
buttons guide and retain the
chairs’ position for increased
stability

Unique asymmetrical
aluminium extrusion which
creates an illusion of slender
elegance

Orvia Model 12/2
91x45x63.5cm

Orvia Model 12/3
91x45x63.5cm

Orvia Model 12/4
90x45x63cm

Orvia Model 12/5
91x45x62.5cm

17.
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Ensa
Ensa tables create a stunning centrepiece in any environment. The polished
aluminium leg frame adapts to support virtually any size and shape of top in
Veneer, laminate and toughened glass. The triangulated legs are beautifully
detailed, and the steel cables achieve a solid stability that defies its minimal
looks. The Ensa toughened glass collection features UV bonded tops in clear,
etched and black painted finishes.

Solo
A versatile classic credenza that can be manufactured in an extensive range
of finishes including veneers, laminates, coloured lacquers and our rustic
textured melamines. Solo makes an eye-catching statement in meeting rooms,
reception areas and social spaces, and can be specified to compliment any
style of decor.

Echo

With a textured melamine top. and clean contemporary lines, the echo table
blends style with functionality. The undertop, cableway and base panels are
available in charcoal or white. Tops can be rectangle, boat oval or racetrack
shape and manufactured in a choice of four textured wood grains. The central
soft close cableway can be opened from either side to reveal power, USB
charging and data connections.

Glide
Modern minimal lines and a range of contemporary materials makes Glide a
popular choice. With a unique polished chrome base, exclusive to the Glide,
this table is undeniably fitting for any space. The Glide 10mm steel curved
foot and 80mm diameter upright provide outstanding strength and long time
durability.

Hyform
Hyform tables showcase our exceptional veneering and manufacturing skills.
Each piece is hand finished and our process driven production means we
can easily tailor your table. This gives you the freedom to select shape, size,
veneers, inlays and edge profiles to create something unique that’s perfect for
your requirement.

18.
6.
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cafe & bistro

Gunmetal

Paris Metal Chair
Introducing the fantastic and extremely versatile
Paris Metal Chair:
- Available in Silver, Gunmetal Grey and Vintage Copper.
- We can also customize frame in several other colours
- Lightweight, yet stackable
- Rubber anti slip feet to protect floors & reduce noise
- Why not add a dash of comfort by adding an attachable wooden seat, also
available to purchase
- Ideally suited for use in Café’s, Canteens, Schools, Retail Forecourts,
Smoking Areas, Bars, etc.

Description

331905

Gunmetal

331905G

Grey

331905VCE

Vintage Cooper

WSEATP

Solid Wooden Seat Pad

Grey

Code

*high stool also available
V int
age
C op
per

WHY NOT ADD
OUR WOODEN
SEAT COVER
FOR SOME
ADDED
COMFORT?

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Hoxton Side Chair
polypropylene

360000
Frame A (Stackable)
810x510x500mm

360001
Frame B (Stackable)
810x525x560mm

360002
Frame C (Spider)
510x495x810mm

360007
Frame K (Beech)
810x480x505mm

360024
Frame K (Black)
810x510x500mm

360008
Frame L (Swivel)
810x480x510mm

360021
Frame M (Black)
480x510x800mm

360022
Frame N (Chrome)
480x510x800mm

PICK YOUR COLOUR:

360023
Frame P (Beech)
815x490x510mm

20.
6.

360003
Frame R (Black)
815x480x510mm

360004
Frame R (White)
815x480x510mm

Black

Grey

Lime

Mustard

Navy

Plum

Red

Turquoise

White

Call: (NI) 028 3751 1999 (RoI) 015 337 300
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Net Side Chair
polypropylene

360007
Frame K (Black)
810,x470x450mm

360355
Skid Frame (Stackable)
830x500x550mm

360002
Frame K (Beech)
810x470x450mm

360352
Frame M
790x500x480mm

360354
Frame L
790x490x445mm

360353
Frame N
790x500x480mm

AVAILABLE IN:

Black

Grey

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

White

360371
High Stool - Metal Frame
945x495x515mm

21.
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Shoreditch Range

SIDE CHAIR

ARMCHAIR

HIGH STOOL

Code

Description

Code

Description

Code

Description

360032

C Frame (Spider)

360047

K Frame (Beech)

360055

Metal Frame (Stackable)

360030

E Frame (Skid/Stackable)

360059

K Frame (Black)

360031

F Frame (4 Leg/Stackable)

360048

M Frame (Black)

360037

K Frame (Beech)

360049

N Frame (Chrome)

360039

K Frame (Black)

360058

P Frame (Beech)

360038

L Frame (Swivel)

360042

M Frame (Black)

360043

N Frame (Chrome)

MID HEIGHT STOOL

360053

P Frame (Beech)

Code

Description

359013

R Frame (Black)

360054

K Frame (Beech)

359014

R Frame (White)

360062

K Frame (Black)

AVAILABLE IN:
Black

Grey

Lime

Mustard

Navy

Plum

Red

Turquoise

White

Fabric
Grey
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359014

360053

360043

360042

360038

360037

360031

360030

360032

cafe & bistro

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Wooden Chairs

332470B
Barletta Side Chair
790x495x420mm

331100
Black Copenhagen Skid
790x490x460mm

331105
Natural Copenhagen Skid
790x490x460mm

Florence Range
*high stool also available

332540LS
Side Chair - Beech Legs
810x540x540mm

24.
6.

360352
Side Chair - Steel Legs
810x540x540mm
Call: (NI) 028 3751 1999 (RoI) 015 337 300

SOLID WOOD TOPS

26mm solid beech table tops are available in oak, walnut and wenge stain. A specialised polyurethane coating, helps to protect against spills,
dents and scratches.
Description

cafe & bistro

Table Tops & Bases
Square 600mm
Square 700mm
Square 800mm
Rectangle 1200x700mm
Round 600mm dia
Round 700mm dia
Round 800mm

DANILO BASES

CONTINENTAL

A bespoke rustic finish to
add that unique feel to any
dining experience.

Square or round table base, with
a brushed stainless steel finish.
Heavy duty cast iron base plate for
extra weight and durability.

A robust and sturdy black base
that will suit both traditional and
contemporary dining, restaurant
and commercial environment.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

Beech

Oak

Wenge

Black

White

BISTRO

RUSTIC SOLID
WOOD TOP 32mm

High quality and attractive
laminate table tops are
perfect for any restaurant,
cafe and bistro. These tops
are manufactured in the UK
using only premium branded
laminates which are scratch
resistant and heat resistant
to 180°C. The ultimate in
durability. Our laminate range
encompasses the most popular
colours and sizes to suit any
demanding application.

Walnut

ORLANDO

PREMIUM LAMINATE
TABLE TOPS

Perfect for situations where style
is needed on a lower budget.
Available in both black & chrome.

In true Parisian elegance, the
bistro base creates a harmonious
ambience in any setting.

25
3.
7.
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dining

Junea
the bedroom chair
Junea - The Ideal Bedroom Chair
The Junea range offers versatility with 5 different bases to choose from and
the option to go for a high back or a low back models. The low back range
is very trendy and works well in casual seating area as well as in meeting
environments. The mesh model (high back or low back) offers extra
comfort for meeting areas. Each range comes with a great choice of fabrics
and faux leather to choose from.

10.
26.
6.

Junea 10/1

Junea 10/3

Junea 10/11

Raised 4 Star Base

Low 4 Star Base

Wooden Base

Wooden Base

Cantilever

5 Star Height
Call: (NI) 028 3751 1999 (RoI) 015 337 300

The rocker is a very popular in bedroom
environments and casual seating areas, hotel
lobbies and casual working spaces. The timber
wood introduction in the Burgess design brings a
warm homely feeling
to any environment
and is available in
natural beech, grey
stained or wenge
stained timber.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

bedroom
dining

Junea Rocker

11.
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dining

Smart Qube
Smart Qube is the perfect addition to lounges and casual seating areas. It answers
the need for adaptability and flexibility in these areas and can be set up by the
users themselves. Added functionality with the optional charging point/USB/power
socket integrated in the product offers the option to charge any devices on the go.
It also brings a playful element with the zips and added interaction with the user
(seating, charging your phone, using the table or changing configurations). The
Smart Qube range is the perfect balance between all these elements and will help
you redefine your space

Trans-Pose Tables
The Trans-Pose table system comprises interchangeable frames, cradles, tops and seats to provide a versatile,
flexible table and seating solution. High tables, standard height tables, coffee tables and bench seating can all be
configured from the individual modules by means of a universal self-locking connector.

28.
6.
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“Buffet Cube is a highly flexible
buffet display stand system ”

equipment

Buffet Cube Range
The Buffet Cube comprises of folding
under frames and the option of either
a high pressure laminate or toughened
glass top which are detachable. There
are a variety of different frame heights
that will allow you to create an interesting
buffet landscape.

Tabou Tables
The Tabou range of cocktail, restaurant and occasional tables offers a
modern and contemporary look to any formal or informal gathering.
The sleek modern bases, which include gas lift, fixed and tilt top
versions, are complimented by a range of striking high pressure
laminate tops in bright contemporary colours or wood grain finishes.
The tops are available in square, round or square-to-round providing
maximum flexibility. Choose one of the matching ABS edge trims or
alternatively the glass or aluminium effect to give the final touch to this
stunning range of tables.

Room Service
The Burgess Room Service Trolley offers hotel staff &
guests ultimate flexibility with 3 different top options, ease
of use and a modern sharp look. It is an F&B essential for
the best dining in-room experience.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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Staging
“The Centrefold portable staging system includes many features for easy operation”
The stage has a lightweight but extremely strong extruded aluminium rim assembly,
ensuring stability and enhancing manoeuvrability. The folding mechanism has a positivelock which ensures the halves of the platform lock securely in their upright position.
Additionally, the rim provides integral mounting for a range of quick release accessories.
The Centrefold Platform is available in the
following sizes and can be nested when
folded for compact storage.

Unique lightweight
strong extruded
aluminium frame

Many easily fitted
options available
including guardrails

Code

Description

CFP2418/40

8ftx6ft fixed height Burgess stage unit - 40cm high

CFP2418/46

8ftx6ft dual height Burgess stage unit - 40/60cm high

CFP2412/40

8ft x 4ft fixed height stage unit - 40cm high

CFP2412/46

8ft x 4ft Dual height stage unit - 40 - 60cm high

CFP.H40

Hand Rails For Burgess Stage Unit 40cm high

CFP.H60

Hand Rails For Burgess Stage Unit 60cm high

CFP.S40

Stage Step Component For Stage Unit 40cm high

CFP.S60

CFP.S60 Stage Step Component For Stage Unit 60cm high

Non slip surface
(carpet available on request)

Skirting available in a wide
range of colours

30.
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Call: (NI) 028 3751 1999 (RoI) 015 337 300

Tubestation was born our of
a simple desire to make the
delivery of power and data
more accessible, without having
a rummage under the desk
every time you need to plug
something in.

power modules

Tube
Station

Evoline Push
This product is only for the Configure 8 Flip Top
Tables. Power supply in and power supply out come
as standard. The daisy chain allows a maximum of
6 sockets. Available in either white, black, grey or
stainless steel finishes.

Inca Power Modules
Inca is available as a free standing on table power unit module. Choice of black, grey or white body and matching socket facias. Inca has 4
usable faces offering a wide range of configurations for power and USB charging.

www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Call: (NI) 028 3751 1999 (RoI) 015 337 300
Email: bmlinfo@bunzl.ie
www.bunzlmclaughlin.com
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